
Chapter 61

"Nice of you two to join." Natasha sneers as I awkwardly follow

Wanda into the kitchen. a2

It's not that late in the morning, but it is apparently late enough for

no one else to be hanging out in the kitchen apart from Natasha, who

is sitting by the table, her legs crossed. She closes a file she was

studying and watches us enter with a knowing smirk.

"Missed us that much? You should have just knocked." I shoot back

and Natasha shoots me a look as Wanda mutters a warning "Liv!"

under her breath.

"I don't knock." Natasha smirks, trying to stay blank but I can tell

she's kind of enjoying herself, sitting there by the table tapping her

index finger against the wooden surface.

Wanda slumps down on a chair next to the spy, making sure to leave

one empty chair between them and I don't miss the way her cheeks

are slightly flushed. I take it upon myself to see how red I can make

her cheeks go. She shoots me a warning look, no doubt having heard

exactly where my mind went.

"Are you having your little mind conversations again?" Natasha surly

asks, tucking one short strand of gleaming red hair behind her ear.

"Jealousy doesn't suit you, Natasha." I quip and hear Wanda sigh

forlornly as she makes an apple fly from the counter into her

outstretched hand, the apple leaving faint whisps of red behind it.

"I liked her better before." Natasha looks at Wanda who is awkwardly

mid-bite into her apple. "Anyway. You, eat something too."

I begin to open my mouth to shoot back a no doubt brilliant and

sarcastic retort, but Wanda shuts me up by flying another apple

towards me which she stops next to my face a er making sure it

bumps me slightly in the temple.

"Sorry." She doesn't sound the slightest bit sorry, her green eyes

sparkling mischievously.

Oh, it's so on.

"Slept well, Natasha?" I ask the spy, sitting down casually in front of

her while she regards me suspiciously. "I'm surprised I feel this

rested, if you know what I mean."

I take a big bite of my apple, the crunching sound loud as Wanda's

eyes widen and she goes a full shade redder. a1

Natasha only raises an eyebrow at me, the right side of her mouth

twitching upwards in what is almost a rare smile from her.

"So you were catching up on some sleep this morning, then?"

"Oh, gosh, I almost wish that's what we did!" I bat my lashes and I

hear Wanda groan.

Natasha sits back in her chair, leaning against the back, watching me.

I smile sweetly and take another big bite of my apple, making sure I

bite into it loudly.

"Livvy." Wanda warns me and I look over at her where she is sitting in

a very di erent position to me and Natasha, looking like she wishes

she could disappear on the spot.

"Yes, baby?" I smile at her, using a pet name I loathe but finding this

rather funny.

"You need to shut up." Wanda's eyes widen meaningfully.

"Make me." a1

"Alright!" Natasha loudly clears her throat and I laugh at how

adorable Wanda looks, her cheeks a color almost matching the red

apple in her hand that she's forgotten about.

"I hope you are rested enough for today." Natasha breaks the

awkward silence, looking at me.

"What, you too?" I smirk and she rolls her eyes. a2

"Seriously, Wanda, can you turn her back into the crazy murdering

psycho?"

"Hey!" I pretend to be upset. "I'm wounded by the insinuation that

this isn't the best version of me."

"You weren't as talkative before." Natasha crosses her arms over her

chest and rocks the chair onto two legs.

"I know what'll shut me up." I wink at Wanda who hu s and buries

her hands into her face which I bet is going even redder. a2

"This might shut you up: Stark and Bruce want to do some tests on

you."

This does indeed shut me up as I look at the Russian spy, my mouth

slightly ajar.

"Hmm." Natasha hums, pleased, her face splitting in a smile.

"Wouldn't want you to fail your tests and me having to kick you out."

She smiles sweetly and a small lump forms in my throat.

"You can try." I shoot back without much gusto, which she also

notices and all she does is raise a questioning eyebrow at me, her lips

still upturned in a smile.

"What tests?" I ask her, my previous joyful tone now well and truly

gone. Wanda looks at Natasha questioningly too.

"Well, as much as we all enjoy your presence, the rest of us do not

share Wanda's belief that you're... cured." Natasha explains, her tone

going from sarcastic to actually serious.

"I've told you-" Wanda begins but Natasha shakes her head.

"I know, Wanda. But we have to be sure, a er what she- what

happened to you..." Natasha awkwardly corrects herself but it doesn't

stop the lump in my throat grows in size as remorse floods over me

again at the thought of Wanda's injuries which were born at my hand.

"Anyway, Tony and Bruce have come up with something they want to

test on you, don't ask me what, I'm not a scientist." She looks directly

at me, her trained eyes searching my face for most likely something

that would prove her misgivings about me to be true. "And then

Barnes wants to speak to you."

"Barnes?" I repeat, surprised.

"The Winter Soldier." Natasha elaborates, mistaking my surprise for

confusion.

"Is that wise?" I catch Wanda looking away from me to look at

Natasha.

"Well, we'll know soon enough, won't we." Natasha gives Wanda a

small, reassuring smile which doesn't seem to ease Wanda's

anxiousness as her eyebrows remain furrowed. a1

"Livvy?" She tilts her head slightly looking at me, her round eyes

filled with worry.

"It'll be fine." I try to give her a similar smile as Natasha just gave her,

knowing fully well faking an expression on your face is useless when

the person you're trying to convince can feel every shi  of your

mood.

As predicted, Wanda's not placated. She sighs, putting the half-eaten

apple down on the table. I remind myself to make sure she gets

something more in her later; she can't take her pain medication on an

empty stomach, and now that I think of it, I rarely do see her eat

anything lately.

"Can't he wait? I just-" She pauses and I know the rest of her sentence

would have ended with 'got her back'.

"We'll do the tests first to make sure she's strong enough." Natasha

tells Wanda, speaking about me like I am not sitting right here. "But

Steve... Steve thinks it could help."

Wanda frowns and I can tell she wants to tell Natasha it probably

won't help me in the slightest.

"Wanda." I calmly say and she looks up at me, mouth slightly ajar. I

wish I could reach over to her and take her hand, but I'm too aware of

Natasha's eyes on me. "It'll be fine, I promise."

And you'll be right there, I think, watching her hear me.

Her eyes flit down to her sad-looking apple for a second as she

debates with herself, but finally acquiesces and nods ever so slightly.

"Alright, then." Natasha says, having watched us intently. "Let's go."

She stands up in one smooth motion, me and Wanda watching her

surprised.

"What?" She asks, slightly annoyed.

"Now?" I smile nervously, not feeling as confident as I try to appear.

What if I don't pass, what if there's still something wrong with me?

"Yes, now." Natasha looks down at me her eyes slightly narrowed.

"I, er, right, ok." I stall awkwardly, feeling both redheads' eyes on me.

Get it together, Olivia.

"Alright, let's do it then." I push my anxious thoughts deep down and

jump out of my seat, blasting a fake smile on my face. "I never was

one for studying anyways. Always aced tests in school."

Wanda follows suit and stands up. I can feel her eyes on me but I

ignore her a er giving her a quick smile. Natasha begins leading the

way, and Wanda and I follow her like lost puppies.

You sure you're okay with this? If you're not- Wanda's warm voice

echoes in my head as we squeeze into the sparkling clean elevator.

Yes. I cut her o  rather curtly.

Her head turns towards me and I feel her hand brush against mine,

her slight fingers closing around mine. She gives me a squeeze and I

feel myself regain some confidence in myself. Surely if she's so certain

about me being alright, then maybe... Maybe I am alright? I clutch her

fingers slightly back in a bid to reassure myself.

The elevator comes to a stop and the doors smoothly open and

Natasha strides out and we follow her out onto a floor surrounded by

labs with glass walls. Wanda lets go of my hand and I kind of wish she

didn't, but I don't want to come o  as needy. I'll be fine. Truth is

though, I hated tests at school. And this is one I really, really have to

pass.

"Just down this way." Natasha looks back at us to make sure we're

following. As if I have any other choice.

My eyes fixate on the way Natasha's red bob bounces with every step

she takes, making it look like it's live fire. I wonder what her real hair

color is. Maybe she's a brunette. I've never seen her roots, though.

Anyway, she does a great job with the hair dye. I wonder if I could

rock a red bob. Not the way she rocks it, that I am certain of. a3

You're seriously admiring her hair right now? Wanda quips amused

and I chuckle slightly, being taken aback.

Shut up and stop listening in on me. I glance over at Wanda who

shrugs at me as if to show it's not her fault.

"In here." Natasha stops by two glass doors that slide open and she

steps aside to let us in.

We step into a busy lab with so many things going on I don't know

where to look. Tubes and shiny metal and buzzing sounds

everywhere, and in the middle stands Stark and Bruce.

"Hey!" I smile broadly as Bruce looks up.

"H-hey?" He smiles back, his eyes darting uncertainly away from me.

Right. He doesn't know who I am. Yet.

"That one is Olivia, and that one is Wanda." Stark points at us in turn

and Bruce nods.

"Nice to meet you both."

I glance over at Wanda to make sure she's alright. I keep forgetting

how intense this must all be for her; meeting people she has gone

through so much alongside but who haven't experienced any of it

yet. Wanda's tongue darts out quickly to wet her lower lip which she

then traps between her teeth anxiously. I again suppress the urge to

touch her, instead resorting to picking at the skin next to the nail of

my thumb.

"So, what are we doing, then?" I speak out, looking warily at the

hammer in Stark's hand.

"Hop on over here bunny." Stark says with a smile and I walk over,

dragging my feet. a3

"You're not using that." I point at the hammer.

"Oh, no, that's not my speed, wouldn't want to steal someone else's

thunder." He says, then suppresses a chuckle, looking around the

room. "That was a good one, right?" a1

"Right, uhm, we're going to have you sit down in that chair." Bruce

gives me a small, sympathetic smile, indicating towards a simple

black chair that is nailed to the floor.

I walk towards it, hesitating slightly when I notice the restraints, but I

sit down nonetheless. Wanda looks like she wants to follow, but she

then stops herself and stays glued to the floor, her arms wrapped

around herself, her eyes scanning the chair and machines around me.

"Okay..." I slowly say as they all just watch me.

"Is it okay if I strap some things onto you?" Bruce hesitates, holding a

bunch of wires.

Under normal circumstances, I would find some witty comeback but

right now I'm feeling too nervous to even contemplate it.

"Go ahead." I sigh and Bruce approaches and begins to fasten the

wires to di erent points on my head and around my arms and on my

chest and I wish everyone else would just leave.

Wanda is gnawing on her lip still, protectively holding herself while

Natasha stands next to her, hovering like a guard dog, her hands in

her jeans pockets watching the scene unfold in front of her with a

blank expression. Stark on the other hand is fiddling with some

computers, his back towards me.

"Aaaalright... aaand.... done." Bruce says and throws his hands in the

air, admiring his handiwork.

Stark turns around to examine me, and he chuckles at the sight of

me, which, fair enough, must be kind of amusing.

"Suits you." He chuckles and flips some switches next to him so

nonchalantly I wonder if he actually knows what he's doing.

"What are we doing again? Seems like a fair thing to ask since no one

told me the first time I asked and now I'm hooked up like this and-"

"Alright, alright." Stark waves me o . "We're just going to read your

vitals and do some basic tests. Nothing to be worried about. Unless

you've been injecting yourself with illegal substances, in which case,

why haven't you shared?"

No one laughs and Stark shrugs, not looking too defeated. He turns

his back to me again and Bruce joins him by the computers a few

paces away from me and they begin checking whatever it is that

they're checking. The two men work silently, the minutes ticking

away. It is odd to be in the presence of Tony Stark while he is actually

quiet.

Wanda chuckles suddenly, earning an intrigued glance from Natasha,

but before she has the opportunity to ask Wanda what she is finding

funny, Stark hums in a way that shows he isn't pleased.

"What, Stark?" Wanda's head instantly snaps in his direction, the

worry in her voice making her accent which normally isn't very

perceptible slightly stronger.

"I'm not sure." Stark mutters and he and Bruce seem to become more

engrossed in what's in front of their eyes.

"Speak to me..." Bruce mutters under his breath, obviously speaking

to the data on his computer.

I keep my eyes on my hands in my lap, accidentally picking too hard

at the skin around my nail and I tear o  a chunk that stings, and a

small droplet of blood surfaces from underneath my skin. I can faintly

hear Stark and Bruce converse using terms I do not understand nor

know the significance of, but I'm too lost in my own head to mind.

I know there's something wrong with me, something they found out

but can't quite understand. Albeit my confidence in Wanda's trust in

me, I knew it wouldn't be over so soon. Weird, distorted images try to

resurface in my mind but I keep my focus on my bleeding thumb. I

can't a ord to start si ing through my memories now. That'll have to

wait. I can't believe I was so naive to trust that one visit in my brain by

Wanda would have kept Hydra away. I was, and am, living on

borrowed time. It was just a matter of time until they weaseled their

way back into me, and I feel a surge of hatred rise in me, but not

hatred towards Hydra; hatred against myself.

I look up from my lap at Wanda, who is watching Stark and Bruce with

a worried expression on her face, so engrossed in her own thoughts

that she isn't aware of my spiraling. I can't believe I was so selfish as

to think I could enjoy her without any repercussions. If anything

happened to her... I shudder at the thought of me hurting her again.

Memories of the last few hours with her fill my mind and I try to push

them away; try to not feel the way her skin feels under my hands, not

smell the way she smells faintly of vanilla and flowers and not

remember the way her lips felt on mine. None of that is mine. She

isn't mine. She never was, and she never can be, we've both just been

kidding ourselves. a4

Wanda frowns and slowly turns towards me, her long hair

shimmering under the various slight sources around her, making her

almost look like she's surrounded by a halo of her scarlet. All I want to

do is rip myself loose and walk up to her and take her in my arms, to

have her tell me there's no need to worry and that she's okay, that I'm

okay. And for the third time, I do nothing.

Livvy? She asks me using her magic and the warmth that

accompanies her presence doesn't quill the storm inside me.

I'm sorry. I project to her, not knowing what precisely it is that I am

apologizing for, but knowing she'll understand nonetheless.

Don't. She firmly says, her voice steadfast, but I know if I could look

into her the way she is looking into me I would find the same choppy

waters I feel myself sailing on, getting lost in the current and slowly

but surely being washed away and there is no way to hang onto each

other to stay afloat.

"We've got a problem." Stark finally says and I look away from

Wanda's glossy eyes before I drown in them.

"What?" Natasha prompts him on, walking over to where he's

standing beside Bruce.

"Do you see this?" Bruce asks her, pointing at the monitor.

Wanda doesn't join them. She stands there alone, small. I know she

doesn't want to hear what she's about to.

"They've got more sophisticated." Bruce says. "It's not like Barnes,

they've upped their game."

"Alright, what does that mean?" Natasha wonders and Stark sighs.

"It means that they've used what worked on Barnes and added some

spice."

" Spice?" Natasha repeats, her voice tense.

"Yeah, see that structure there? That's a drug our systems doesn't

recognize."

"Can we figure out what it is?" Natasha asks and Stark and Bruce fall

silent for a moment.

"I guess we could, but it would take a while." Bruce slowly answers.

"It looks like a virus, but it's not active, it's like it's dormant."

"And what happens when it's activated?" Natasha inquires of him,

but it is me who answers.

"Then I'm gone."

All eyes turn towards me like they've suddenly remembered that I'm

actually here. I slowly begin to peel o  the multitude of wires hooked

up to me as they watch me silently.

"Barnes wanted to see me?" I look up at Natasha, who seems taken

aback.

"I -uh, yes." She stutters, looking over at Wanda who hasn't moved

from her spot and is still staring over at the screen. "You want to talk

to him now?"

"Yes. I assume you got everything you wanted?" I look over at the

men who just nod, guilt on their faces as though my predicament is

their fault.

"Alright, let's go, then. You coming, Wands?" Natasha asks Wanda

once she has walked up to her, touching her elbow gently.

Wanda jolts slightly, obviously having been very far away. She

breathes out and nods.

"Actually, is it okay if you don't?" I watch her look at me in confusion,

masking her hurt quickly. "I just..."

I don't finish my sentence, because I don't know how it would finish. I

just want some privacy? I just want some space? I just don't want to

feel like all I am good for is hurting you? a2

Wanda's eyes gloss over once more but she bravely nods and fakes a

smile which I am sure no one in the room believes for a second.

I lower my gaze to the floor and start to walk towards the exit of the

lab, Natasha picking up her cue and walks in front of me. As I pass

Wanda I look up, our eyes easily finding each other. Neither of us says

anything, and then I've passed right by her.

A/N: I am so sorry for the long-ass wait, ugh! I was struggling with

thinking of how exactly to continue this to get to where I want to

eventually get, but I'm on track now! Woo! a6

As an apology, I will try to update my other story too, whaaaa??? a3

Continue reading next part 
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